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Among the many reasons 2020 has been notable,
investment stewardship may not be the first to come to
mind. And yet, this has been a hugely catalytic year for
the industry.
While financial markets have shrugged off some of the
worst impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, stewardship
teams have been forced to address directly some of the
governance and preparedness questions it has raised for
boards of directors.
Meanwhile, social movements such as September 2019’s
climate strikes and Black Lives Matter over the summer
of 2020 have convulsed and accelerated plans made by
asset managers for a greater role in promoting corporate
responsibility and representation.
With the impact of these external factors still unfolding,
the stewardship world has raised its expectations, most
notably in the fields of environmental awareness, ethnic
and gender diversity at both corporate and board level,
and higher performance standards for board members.
Change is all around us these days. This year saw the
most productive period of the Republican-dominated
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) –
especially in the field of proxy voting – and the victory of
Democrat Joe Biden in November’s presidential election
on a platform that emphasized climate-friendly policies.

Coincidentally, the three-largest index fund providers,
BlackRock, Vanguard, and State Street, all appointed new
heads for their global stewardship teams.
That makes this an ideal year to launch our first Global
Shareholder Voting Review, especially following the
merger of Proxy Insight with our sister company Activist
Insight.
Insightia plans to make the most of the platforms built
by these two companies, including editorially. With
unmatched data on global voting decisions, corporate
bylaws, and shareholder proposals, as well as shareholder
activism, we are excited about the opportunity to become
a leading voice in the stewardship world. We are also
excited to have partnered with IHS Markit on this edition,
and thank them for their support.
Myself and our new corporate governance editor,
Rebecca Sherratt, look forward to speaking with our
readers throughout the year ahead and sharing the results
of our work, while the rest of the Insightia team stand
ready to help you with your data needs.
Finally, we wish all our readers a safe, healthy, and happy
2021.
Josh Black
Editor-in-Chief, Insightia
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Data from Activist Insight Governance

About us...
Notes on Methodology
Proxy Insight data are calculated by proxy season. References to 2020 refer to
the period from July 1, 2019 to June 30, 2020 unless otherwise stated.
Percentages are rounded which may lead to counting errors.
All data are global unless otherwise stated.

Founded in 2013, Proxy Insight is the most complete shareholder voting database. We collect data
on asset managers’ voting, issuer voting results and proxy adviser recommendations globally. We
also carry out voting and corporate governance research, both for self-contained studies and for our
magazine, Proxy Monthly.
In 2020, Proxy Insight became part of Insightia, the leading provider of listed company information in
areas such as corporate governance and activism.
To find out more, get in touch or visit www.proxyinsight.com
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Top investor support for proposals (%)
Investor

Investor
Snapshot
Big investors’ voting this Proxy
Season.

Management Proposals

Shareholder Proposals*

2018-19

2019-20

2018-19

2019-20

BlackRock

89.7

89.4

27.3

20.9

Vanguard

92.6

93.8

28.7

18.9

State Street

85.6

85.5

36.7

26.5

Fidelity

92.2

92.4

23.2

22.7

J.P. Morgan

88.7

91.0

29.5

24.2

Source: Proxy Insight
*Excludes China due to difference in market practices.

The five biggest investors by assets under management showed no unified trends in their support for
management proposals. However, support for shareholder proposals dropped across the board this year,
in some cases quite significantly.

Top investor support for dissidents (%)
Investor

2018-19

2019-20

Contests

Diss %

Contests

Diss %

BlackRock

17

17.6

18

16.7

Vanguard

18

33.3

18

27.8

State Street

21

33.3

17

29.4

Fidelity

8

37.5

6

50.0

J.P. Morgan

12

41.7

8

25.0
Source: Proxy Insight

Diss % represents the proportion of contests where at least one dissident director was backed. BlackRock
was least likely to side with activists each year. Fidelity became most supportive this year while J.P. Morgan,
former holder of that title, dropped its support. However, Fidelity voted fewer contests in total than the other
top five.
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Key Trends
Advisory pay votes
suffering
revolts (%)
% Revolts
on Advisory Pay Votes
16.0
14.0
12.0
10.0
8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0

Executive Pay

0.0

14.0 12.5

14.5 13.8

10.7 8.9

12.4 10.1

13.3 7.7

Global

US

Europe

Australia

Canada

2018-19

2019-20
Source: Proxy Insight

The proportion of advisory pay votes receiving less than 80% support was down 1.5 percentage points.
Globally, this translated to a drop of 1.5 percentage points. This analysis includes all global pay votes that

The evergreen issue.

Proxy Insight considers analogous to the U.S. “say on pay” model.

Failed advisory pay
votes
% Failed
Advisory Pay(%)
Votes
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

2.1

1.8

Global

2.2

2.0

US

1.5

1.0

Europe
2018-19

2.2

1.3

Australia

1.3

0.0

Canada

2019-20
Source: Proxy Insight

There was a similar drop across the board in the number of votes that received less than 50% support.
It should be noted that the drop to zero in Canada was helped by the comparatively small number of
resolutions tabled, as an advisory pay vote is not currently mandatory in this market.
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Opposition in Detail

Scrutiny Looms

Rationales

Though overall opposition to pay was down, 2020 witnessed some high-profile revolts.
Meanwhile, COVID-19 continues to put pay under a spotlight as we head into 2021, writes
Matt Scott.
Executive pay is rarely out of investors’ or governance
campaigners’ minds but 2020 provided a surprising let-off
for some companies. A smaller proportion of advisory
votes faced opposition of 20% or more this year, and
the same is true for those which failed to secure majority
support.
This is perhaps surprising, given COVID-19 prompted
extra scrutiny of executives’ pay packets this year,
although the retrospective nature of “say on pay” votes,
with 2020’s meetings largely seeking views on 2019
compensation, may create a lag in opposition.
“COVID-19 has heightened the tension between
incentivizing management and how companies are
treating the wider workforce,” State Street’s global cohead of asset stewardship, Robert Walker, told Proxy
Insight. “I do expect next year, particularly in EMEA, to
see more companies coming to us and saying they want
to make changes to their compensation policies.”

Source: Proxy Insight
Word cloud illustrating the prominence of selected keywords in investor rationales for voting against pay globally.
Some closely related words have been combined.

Biggest drops in support
For %
2018-19

For %
2019-20

Change

University of California

80.9

56.3

-24.6pp

New York State Teachers' Retirement System

87.3

69.4

-17.9pp

California State Teachers' Retirement System

86.1

71.0

-15.1pp

Voya Investment Management

90.2

77.5

-12.7pp

AXA Investment Managers

71.0

61.9

-9.1pp

Royal London Asset Management

62.7

55.2

-7.5pp

M&G Investment Management

94.6

87.6

-7.0pp

Florida State Board of Administration

51.2

45.1

-6.1pp

Putnam Investment Management

92.5

87.2

-5.3pp

Colonial First State Global Asset Management

83.9

79.2

-4.7pp

Investor

Paul Clark, Head of Stewardship at UBS Asset
Management, told Proxy Insight that the asset manager
would be focusing on COVID’s impact on business, as
well as “the strength of executive pay policies and how
remuneration committees have applied discretion.”
Although the 2021 proxy season is still some way off,
many investors called for the top brass to take meaningful
pay cuts where shareholders or employees are suffering. If
those cuts are not considered sufficient, companies face
the potential for backlash.
One company that discovered this first-hand was
The Walt Disney Co. Having already seen support for
executive compensation fall from 59% in 2019 to 53%
at its March 11 annual meeting, Disney faced further
criticism over salary cuts for top executives amid unpaid
furloughs for theme park employees.
Abigail Disney, a descendant of Walt Disney himself,
called the cuts “a drop in the bucket” as bonuses worth
many times more than salary remained untouched.
Later, when 28,000 employees were laid off in October,

Source: Proxy Insight
Based on investors with at least $100 billion assets under management, voting at least 500 proposals in each year.
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Senator Elizabeth Warren wrote to the company, accusing
it of “showering its top executives with over-the-top
compensation packages.”
According to voting rationales collected by Proxy Insight
for votes against advisory pay resolutions, performance
is a key concern, with smaller but noticeable references
to even more serious concerns, such as “bad faith” and
“manipulation.”
“I think there will be a lot more discretion used, both
upward and downward adjustments,” Walker’s co-head,
Benjamin Colton, said of State Street’s expectations
for the year ahead. “If discretion is used we want a
compelling and robust rationale.”
U.K.-based retailer Tesco faced one of the largest-ever
pay rebellions at a U.K. company this year after removing
one of its highest-performing peers, Ocado, from its
peer group. This took CEO Dave Lewis’s bonus from
800,000 to 2.4 million pounds and, according to Glass
Lewis’ report on the meeting, “undermined the idea of
transparent, target-based pay.” It also led to a 67.3%
revolt against Tesco’s remuneration report.
Though advisory votes remain a focal point for investor
dissatisfaction, asset managers are also starting to
vote against directors in response to concerns about
compensation.
“During the 2020 proxy season, we voted against over
2,700 compensation committee members at over 1,200
companies and against 52% of ‘say on pay’ plans
due to pay and performance misalignment,” the $410
billion California Public Employees’ Retirement System
(CalPERS) told Proxy Insight.
Whether the 2020 proxy season signaled greater
forbearance or progress in the field of compensation will
likely be revealed next year. Pandemic-inspired layoffs,
combined with fresh highs for some stocks, will present
new challenges for compensation committees to show
they have been listening to investors’ concerns.
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Types of E&S Demands
2018-19

104

Environmental Policies & Reports

Environmental
and Social
A key battleground for shareholder
proposals.

26

Social Reporting

21

Human Rights

18

Diversity & Employment

Source: Proxy Insight

2019-20

127

Environmental Policies & Reports

26

Social Reporting

22

Human Rights

18

Diversity & Employment

Source: Proxy Insight
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Trends in Support

Gaining Momentum

Average vote results (% for)

Investors have propelled environmental concerns to the forefront of the corporate world,
whilst generating potential for significant future change regarding diversity and social
considerations, writes Rebecca Sherratt.

Average E&S Support

35

Despite the unprecedented events shaping 2020,
investors have demonstrated their dedication to
environmental and social (E&S) concerns, increasingly
seeking to engage with companies on E&S proposals.

30
25

Proxy Insight data show that environmental concerns
mounted during the 2020 proxy season, with 127
proposals going to a vote, compared with 104 in
2019. Average proposal support increased to 24%
this year, compared to 15.2% the previous year. In
total, 7% of environmental proposals received over 50%
support.

20
15
10
5
0

15.2

18.4

26.2

Environmental Policies &
Reports

24.7

Human Rights

2018-19

22.7

32.9

Diversity & Employment

23.8

15.6

Leading asset managers have publicly suggested they
will be increasingly attentive towards environmental
concerns going forward, BlackRock and State Street
Global Advisors (SSGA) both joining Climate Action 100+
in 2020.

Social Reporting

2019-20
Source: Proxy Insight

“COVID-19 was a bit of a speed-bump for climate,
but a very short term one. As we look back, 2020
overall was an accelerant for E&S issues,” Robert
Main, managing partner at Sustainable Governance
Partners, told Proxy Insight.

Biggest increases in support
For %
2018-19

For %
2019-20

Change

Federated Investment Management

7.7

47.8

+40.1pp

Northern Trust Investments

18.1

57.1

+39.0pp

Jennison Associates

4.5

35.1

+30.6pp

Wellington Management Company

12.1

40.8

+28.7pp

MetLife Advisers

27.0

55.3

+28.3pp

CIBC Global Asset Management

70.3

90.9

+20.6pp

J. P. Morgan Investment Management, Inc.

10.2

30.0

+19.8pp

California State Teachers' Retirement System

50.0

67.1

+17.1pp

Neuberger Berman

41.0

57.8

+16.8pp

Lord Abbett & Co.

5.1

20.3

+15.2pp

Investor

Proxy voting advisers Glass Lewis and Institutional
Shareholder Services (ISS) have also announced they will
begin recommending in favor of proposals requesting
more information on a company’s climate-related lobbying
in 2021. Glass Lewis noted that emphasis will be reduced
on a company’s industry when assessing climaterelated concerns, creating further pressure on fossil fuel
companies to shift to renewables.
Looking forward, diversity proposals could gain traction
as a result of the Black Lives Matter protests earlier this
year. “The Black Lives Matter protests rightly stirred
up media attention, the challenge is how to keep the
momentum going for those companies not already
progressed on this journey,” said Amy Wilson, senior
engager, EOS at Federated Hermes.

submission occurred well before the protests, average
support did increase an impressive 10.2 percentage
points in 2020 to 32.9%.
In September, New York City Comptroller sent letters
to leading S&P 500 companies calling for EE0-1 report
disclosure, with companies that failed to comply given
notice that they will be at risk of director opposition. Glass
Lewis’ 2021 ESG Guidelines gave notice that the proxy
adviser will similarly request companies disclose their
EE0-1 reports, in attempts to increase transparency of
employee diversity data.
Social reporting was subject to a notable decrease
in shareholder engagement. Proxy Insight data
show 22 social reporting shareholder proposals went to
a vote in 2020, compared to 26 in 2018-19. Proposals
primarily concerned animal welfare, vehicle lending, and
public health reporting. These proposals exhibited a
steep drop in support, from 23.8% in 2018-19 to 15.6%
this proxy season. This drop may be due to frequent proxy
adviser recommendations to oppose social reporting
proposals, on the grounds that they are outside the
scope of the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board’s
(SASB) material topics.
Despite the drop in support, investors predict social
issues will become a pressing concern in 2021,
primarily focusing on board oversight and disclosure. “It
all starts with transparency,” said As You Sow CEO,
Andrew Behar. “Once shareholders have the
information about a company and can compare it to its
peers, leadership will be rewarded and laggardship will
cause failure.”
So while 2020 has brought visible progress in
environmental engagement on the part of shareholders,
concerns raised as a result of the Black Lives Matter
movement have the potential to spark positive change in
both employee and board representation. The coming
proxy season may see shareholder proposals around
diversity prove especially impactful.

Whilst the number of diversity and employment proposals
going to a vote did not increase because deadlines for

Source: Proxy Insight
Based on investors with at least $100 billion assets under management, voting at least 50 proposals in each year.
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The Future of Engagement
Through the early part of the last decade, shareholder
proposals were seen as more of a “sideshow” in the
shareholder communication process. More often filed by
gadflies than larger asset owners, such proposals only
occasionally resulted in companies making significant
change, and even then, only on governance topics like
CEO/chairperson separation.

The lead up to the 2021 season sees bigger actors getting
into the shareholder proposal game. The Childrens’
Investment Fund (led by Chris Hohn) has targeted seven
holdings with “say on climate” proposals, requiring
ongoing shareholder approval of the company’s climate
policy. Similar engagement is also demonstrated by other
active and passive investors across all regions.

Those days are demonstrably over. Investors’ need to
review companies’ ESG risks as well as to engage with
those companies has made shareholder proposals a
more common tool for investors to express their opinions.
Even companies that have never received a shareholder
proposal in the past now need to prepare for engaging
with shareholders on material E&S topics and anticipate
how their shareholder bases might respond to a proposal.

2020’s focus on social issues may yield specific
shareholder proposals

Expect better-targeted environmental proposals in 2021
While the total count of environmental proposals both filed
and making it to a vote rose to record high levels in 2020,
it’s notable that average shareholder support for these
proposals rebounded just 2.7% to 19.3% across 98 overall
proposals. A new record number of proposals (10) received
majority support in in 2020, up from just three proposals in
2019, notably including three Canadian and one Australian
proposals in addition to U.S. companies.
More importantly, tightly targeted proposals on creating
environmental-focused reports or industrial waste/pollution
reports saw sharp jumps in support. Proposals with a
specific and narrow scope are easier for major shareholders
to ascribe to and the number of these proposals receiving
support from Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) and
Glass Lewis jumped 3% and 4%, respectively, in 2020.

Brian Matt, CFA, is executive director
and head of ESG Americas at IHS
Markit.

Even those proposals voted on during 2020 without
COVID as context showed an increasing penchant for
shareholders to support more disclosure and stronger
diversity policies. Diversity and employment proposals
received an average increase in support of over 10
percentage points during 2020. U.S. companies were
targeted far more often than those in other countries
for these proposal types, but particularly for narrowly
constructed shareholder requests for releasing diversity
information already required by law (such as the EEO1 report). If you’re not already disclosing diversity data
publicly, now is the time to prepare.

ESG, M&A and Corporate
Governance Solutions

Expect focus on supply chains to manifest in human
rights proposals

At IHS Markit, our deep history and
expertise in providing strategic
insights and intelligence helps
position corporate issuers during
times of great change and disruption.

Proposals encouraging companies to adopt specific
reporting on human rights practices and policies have
reached proxy statements for U.S., Canadian, and
European issuers and we expect to see additional activity
on this front as investor support rises.
While no proposals in 2020 received an outright majority,
a number of proposals on human rights due diligence
in the supply chain at U.S. companies received 30-45%
support. Overall average support fell slightly to 24.7%
from the prior year’s 25.1%, but remained far higher than
the 2016-2018 average of 11%.
If you have an international supply chain, engaging your
shareholders on how you evaluate it may help you stay
ahead of potential shareholder scrutiny on the topic.

Andreas Posavac is executive director
and global head of corporate governance,
M&A, and ESG at IHS Markit.

Identify and track shareholder movements
including lending, short selling, index and
third-party dependencies
Understand ESG & governance sensitivities
of your shareholders and assess risks,
vulnerabilities and opportunities
Increase effectiveness of shareholder
meeting & transactional preparation, investor
engagement, disclosure and communication
Prepare strategically for M&A, ESG and
Corporate Governance and Activist
campaigns with a data driven, boutique-style
advisory approach

ESG

Governance

M&A

Activism

To learn more ihsmarkit.com/products/esg-corporate-governance-ir-solutions.html
1-844-301-7334 | DL-ESG-Team@ihsmarkit.com
562250045-0920-MT

Proactive engagement from issuers is highly
recommended, as both investors and their advocacy
groups have already made clear that climate,
environmental, and social issues will be front and center
this proxy season, with the governance of these E&S risks
under tighter scrutiny. Using proprietary intelligence as
well as global shareholder resolutions data from Proxy
Insight – IHS Markit’s Global ESG and Governance
Advisory team highlights a few items to consider for
preparation for 2021 proxy season.

A History of
Intelligent
Insights for
the Future

Our holistic offering provides companies,
their corporate secretaries, investor
relations and sustainability officers
unique access to data, workflow and
advisory solutions with some of the most
respected experts in the field in order to:

AMERICAS
E jasontuthill@ihsmarkit.com

EMEA
E peter.gotke@ihsmarkit.com
T +44(0) 134 432 8300

APAC
E edward.soon@ihsmarkit.com

Spotlight Japan
Corporate governance reforms begun in 2013 as part
of former Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s “Abenomics”
economic reforms have activated engagement between
companies and investors. The stewardship code,
introduced in 2014, has inspired institutional investors’
active ownership, while the corporate governance code,
introduced in 2015, has promoted listed companies’
corporate governance improvements.

from their late June standard. It also encouraged some
investors to rein in their voting against managements
on account of poor ROE or low dividends, on the
understanding that some companies had incurred
significant unexpected COVID-related losses, or were
obliged to prevent cash-outs to operate continuously.
The number of activist proposals focused on shareholder
returns decreased, too.

Under a long-sluggish economy, company managements
in Japan had become more conservative. Retaining cash
while not investing enough resulted in poorer business
performances, weaker stock price performance, and a
weaker economy. The new corporate governance reform
programs encouraged companies to invest and take risks,
sloganized as “aggressive governance.”

However, investors did not loosen corporate governance
requirements, such as the number of independent
directors. Rather, some investors applied more demanding
criteria. As a result, investor dissent rates remained the
same. The average dissent rate of 12 major institutional
investors was 15%, almost the same as 2019.

Increased engagement
Institutional investors have engaged with companies to
discuss how to improve business performance, focusing
on return on equity (ROE), as Japanese managements
had tended to focus more on increasing revenue without
paying as much attention to equity returns. The proxy
voting guidelines of institutional investors and proxy
voting advisers suggest voting against the managements
of companies with poor ROE or with too much cash, as
well as board composition requirements. Other peculiar
concerns for Japan include cross-shareholdings and
listed subsidiaries.
Under these circumstances, active investors and activists
have aggressively entered the market. Japan has become
the second largest market for them, trailing only the U.S.
These investors have often pushed companies for higher
dividends or restructuring of business portfolios. With
international investors scrutinizing Japanese corporate
governance behavior more closely, ESG investing has also
become more popular, especially after GPIF – the national
pension fund – became a UNPRI signatory in 2015.
No loosening of governance requirements with COVID
The COVID-19 pandemic briefly held out the prospect
of solving Japan’s highly concentrated annual meeting
season as some companies deferred annual meetings

Kazuhiko Tahara, CFA, is principal adviser in
the ESG, corporate governance and M&A
advisory team at IHS Markit.

Shareholders were active in bringing proposals, too.
Among companies with the most common Marchend-fiscal-year, 52 companies published shareholder
proposals, including 23 from activists. That total was
higher than any year bar 2019, which saw 54. Although
no shareholder proposal was approved, some of them
received more than 20% shareholder support.
Next steps
The corporate governance code will be revised in 2021
and the latest reports indicate the new version might
require more improvements on governance structures
to top-tier companies. ISS has announced it will require
a minimum of one-third independent directors for all
Japanese companies, which some investors have already
adopted. On diversity, Glass Lewis requires at least one
female director, as do some investors.
On the ESG side, the new premier, Yosihide Suga, has
declared the goal of a zero-emissions, carbon-neutral
society by 2050. This initiative will boost Japanese
companies’ efforts on climate and energy transition but
challenges will remain.
After some corporate governance issues reappeared in
2020, Japan Inc. will be under particular scrutiny in 2021.
Hence, proactive engagement with investors and bestpractice disclosures, transparency and communication
will be key for Japanese issuers.

Atsushi Matsunaga is director in the ESG,
corporate governance and M&A advisory
team at IHS Markit.
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Key Stats
Revolts on director
elections (%)
% Revolts on Director Elections
8.0
7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0

Director
Elections
When leadership is held to account.

2.0
1.0
0.0

4.2

3.4

Global

7.1

6.7

US

2.9

2.5

Europe
2018-19

6.3

6.9

Australia

4.2

2.9

Canada

2019-20
Source: Proxy Insight

Generally, revolts against directors, meaning under 80% support, were down this year but only by a
fraction of a percentage point. Exceptions were Australia, where revolts ticked up by a similar margin, and
Canada where they fell by a bigger margin of 1.3 percentage points.

Directors lacking
majority
support
(%)
% Directors
Lacking Majority
Support
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

0.3

0.3

Global

0.4

0.5

US

0.2

0.3

Europe
2018-19

0.2

0.8

Australia

0.2

0.1

Canada

2019-20
Source: Proxy Insight

Despite a general fall in revolts, directors lacking majority support were up almost across the board this
year. This suggests opposition was less common but more focused. The trend was most marked in
Australia, which lines up with this being the one market represented here where revolts increased.
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Opposition in Detail

Proxy Contests

Rationales

Outcome stats by season
2018-19

2019-20

Contests that went to a vote

92

78

Contests settled

18

22

Contests where at least one seat won by dissident

49

50

Total seats won by dissidents in contests

139

159

Proxy contest defined as a public demand for board representation where the company rejected the
activist’s nominees. Sorted by year of outcome.

Source: Activist Insight Online

2018-19
Source: Proxy Insight
Word cloud illustrating the prominence of selected keywords in investor rationales for voting against directors globally.
Some closely related words have been combined.

2019-20

14

26
24

Biggest drops in support
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Source: Activist Insight Online
Breakdown of proxy contests that went to a vote by region.

For %
2018-19

For %
2019-20

Change

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust and Banking

82.6

65.8

-16.8pp

BNP Paribas Asset Management

67.4

58.5

-8.9pp

California Public Employees’ Retirement System (CalPERS)

72.4

63.9

-8.5pp

Oregon Investment Council

81.6

76.5

-5.1pp

Mitsubishi UFJ Kokusai Asset Management

86.0

81.2

-4.8pp

Legal & General Investment Management

85.5

80.9

-4.6pp

New York State Teachers' Retirement System

90.4

86.4

-4.0pp

Aviva Investors

72.6

68.9

-3.7pp

AXA Investment Managers

93.5

90.1

-3.4pp

American Century

92.0

88.9

-3.1pp

Investor

As
ia

U
S

Au
st
ra
lia

Regional breakdown

Fewer contests went to a vote in the 2020 proxy season as COVID-19 chilled campaigns in Europe and
Canada. However, activity in the U.S. picked up.

Source: Proxy Insight
Based on investors with at least $100 billion assets under management, voting at least 500 proposals in each year.
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Turning Point
Big investors are slowly tightening their expectations for directors while expanding their
criteria from governance to social and even environmental awareness, writes Josh Black.
Directors may have escaped the harshest possible
reckoning in 2020 but further pressure for refreshment is
likely to come next year.
Proxy Insight data show that only 3.4% of director reelection proposals worldwide during the 2020 proxy
season received less than four-fifths support, down
from 4.2% the previous year. However, the proportion of
directors receiving less than majority support rose in the
U.S., Europe, and Australia, highlighting more focused
opposition.
Some reasons for opposition are already well-known,
while others have been gathering pace in recent years.
Director independence, a standout from voting rationales
collected by Proxy Insight (see previous spread), is the
first item under both Institutional Shareholder Services
(ISS) and Glass Lewis policies on director election
proposals. BlackRock noted earlier this year that it
voted against 1,700 directors because they lacked
independence, with 1,000 of those located in Asia.
Another priority for asset managers has been limiting
the number of boards directors can serve on and still
be effective. “The newest big increase [in votes against
directors] has been for overboarding,” Steve Balet,
managing director for Strategic Governance Advisors, an
adviser to companies, said in an interview.
Index fund managers BlackRock, Vanguard, and State
Street have by some measures stricter requirements
for the number of boards directors can serve on than
either major proxy adviser, leading to more opposition.
BlackRock’s votes against directors for overboarding
increased 63% in two years, to 700 in the 2020 season.
Although its impact on this year’s voting may have been
limited, COVID-19 has played its part in highlighting the
risk of systemic challenges and need for such policies.
“As the expectations placed upon directors continue
to increase, they need to allocate time with boards and
when a director is sitting on four company boards and all
four are in crisis mode you have to allocate a lot of time
to make sure you are filling your role effectively,” State

Street’s global co-head of asset stewardship, Benjamin
Colton, told Proxy Insight.
Heading into 2020, diversity also looked set to play a
major role in director elections. State Street, for one, had
promised to vote against entire boards that had no female
members and had failed to engage successfully with its
stewardship team. BlackRock noted in September that
it voted “against management more than 1,500 times for
insufficient diversity.”
Now, restrictions are likely to tighten. Glass Lewis, which
already recommends against nominating committee
chairs when there are no female directors, has given
notice that it will require two female board members in
2022 and will start to highlight boards that fail that criteria
as early as next year.
ISS for its part recently removed some of its mitigating
factors for boards lacking gender diversity, promising
to recommend votes against nominating committee
chairs in 2021 where there were no women on the
board. It has also been one of the fastest players in the
industry to react to the Black Lives Matter movement,
saying in November that it will recommend votes against
nominating committee chairs in 2022 “where the board
has no apparent racially or ethnically diverse members.”
The proxy voting adviser said 86% of investor
respondents to its annual policy survey said engaging
with boards to promote ethnic diversity was acceptable
and 57% would vote against certain directors where such
diversity was lacking.
With board composition looming large in votes against
directors, nominating committees have their work cut out.
But asset managers also cite compensation issues (see
article, above). And further changes in response to
environmental and social pressures look likely. ISS, which
already recommends against directors for serious risk
oversight failures, now explicitly includes environmental
and social issues, including climate change, as reasons it
may target directors. Boardroom challenges are heating
up.
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Key Stats
Governance provisions
S&P 500

Governance
What investors like to see.

Russell 3000

2019

2020

2019

2020

Adopt majority vote for uncontested elections

6

3

58

36

Adopt proxy access

24

14

56

29

Remove supermajority votes

6

8

27

24

Declassify board

3

4

26

42

Poison pills adopted

2

3

15

56

Companies with separate CEO/chair*

276

291

2,006

2,031

Companies with independent chair*

173

184

Unknown

1,358

Source: Activist Insight Governance
*As of November 25 each year

Director appointments
S&P 500

Russell 3000

2019

2020

2019

2020

Directors Appointed

528

473

3,055

2,489

Average Age (Male)

58

58

56

56

Average Age (Female)

57

57

56

57

Source: Activist Insight Governance

Gender split of director appointments
S&P 500

Female

Male

2019

41%

59%

2020

39%

61%

Russell 3000

Female

Male

2019

40%

60%

2020

38%

62%
Source: Activist Insight Governance
Data on this page arranged by calendar year. 2020 figures are as of November 25.
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